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You will be able to see the symbol in our web site.
To understand properly before purchase order.
Make sure that you read thoroughly.

           
  No Guarantee
  It is mean Importers do not guarantee any case, after use. So consider before purchase.
 
    
  Guarantee 1 year 100%  It is mean we 100% guarantee, you can wait get it back. (Except in the case out of spare -parts) or change to new one in case that can not be repaired. If look this symbol in our website you can feel it in full after sales service.  
    

  Guarantee 1 year send factory  It is mean guarantee by the manufacturer. This may take some time to submit a claim. Sometimes the cost is determined by the manufacturer. So consider before purchase.
 
    

  Guarantee 2 years 100%  It is mean  we 100% guarantee, you can wait get it back. (Except in the case out of  spare -parts) or change to new one in case that can not be repaired. If  look this symbol in our website you can feel it in full after sales  service.  
    
  Guarantee 2 years send factory  It is mean guarantee by the manufacturer. This may take some time to submit a claim. Sometimes the cost is determined by the manufacturer. So consider before purchase.
 
    
  Guarantee 3 years 100%  It is mean  we 100% guarantee, you can wait get it back. (Except in the case out of  spare -parts) or change to new one in case that can not be repaired. If  look this symbol in our website you can feel it in full after sales  service.  
    
  Guarantee 3 years send factory  It is mean guarantee by the manufacturer. This may take some time to submit a claim. Sometimes the cost is determined by the manufacturer. So consider before purchase.
 
    
  Guarantee 3 years 100%  It is mean   we 100% guarantee, you can wait get it back. (Except in the case out  of  spare -parts) or change to new one in case that can not be repaired.  If  look this symbol in our website you can feel it in full after sales   service.  
    
  Plant / Reef Safe   It is mean you can use this product no side effect in the water plant and reef tank.  
    
  Hospital Tank Only
  It is mean this product cannot add directly in the tank. It is harmful the system. So it is perfect when use  with hospital tank only.
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